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Brought to you by the Brooklyn Institute for Social Research. 

For more information please visit: www.thebrooklyninstitute.com 

Follow us on Twitter @BklynInstitute 

Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheBrooklynInstitute 

If you want your lecture, discussion, publication, event, or anything else listed in 

our future Bulletins please contact us at director@thebrooklyninstitute.com 

 

About the Brooklyn Institute: 

The Brooklyn Institute for Social Research provides liberal arts educational 

opportunities to local communities. At the same time it provides material and 

intellectual support and space for young scholars to teach, write, research, publish 

and, put simply, work. 

Although consciously modeled after the famous Institute for Social Research in 

Frankfurt, Germany – especially in its heyday under the directorship of Max 

Horkheimer – we are not all scholars in that tradition, nor is any intellectual, 

literary or artistic tradition unwelcome in our Institute. As we honor and build 

upon their extraordinary contributions to human thought and social commitments, 

we strive to engage the worlds of philosophy, literature, science, the arts and social 

sciences with the world at large and people everywhere. At a time when the price 

of traditional higher education reaches ever higher, even as support for scholars 

and scholarship has substantially diminished, we are committed to the idea that to 

learn, teach, study, write and think is labor worth doing both for its own sake and 

for the sake of communities and citizens who are active, engaged and alive. 

Our current classroom and lecture space is provided by the good people at Building 

on Bond, on the corner of Pacific St. and Bond St. in Brooklyn, NY. 
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Shocks and Phantasmagoria: Walter 
Benjamin and the Arcades Project 

Most of the Paris arcades are built in the years following 1822. The first 

condition for their development is the boom in the textile trade. Magasins 

de nouveautés, the first establishments to keep large stocks of merchandise 

on the premises, make their appearance. They are the forerunners of 

department stores. – Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project 

 It is shock that brings someone engrossed in reverie up from the depths – Walter Benjamin, The 

Arcades Project 

On the flight of images and the theory of surprise, which Baudelaire shared with Poe: 

―Allegories become dated because it is part of their nature 

to shock.‖ The succession of allegorical publications in the 

Baroque represents a sort of flight of images. – Walter 

Benjamin, The Arcades Project 

Perceptions that once occasioned conscious reflection are 

now the source of shock-impulses that consciousness must 

parry. In industrial production no less than modern 

warfare, in street crowds and erotic encounters, in 

amusement parks and gambling casinos, shock is the very essence of modern experience. – 

Susan Buck-Morss, ―Aesthetics and Anaesthetics‖ 

The phantasmagoria of the flâneur. The tempo of traffic in 

Paris. The city as landscape and a room. The department 

store as the last promenade for the flâneur. There his 

fantasies were materialized. The flânerie that began as art 

of the private individual ends today as necessity for the 

masses. – Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project 

The second condition for the emergence of the arcades is 

the beginning of iron construction. Under the Empire, the 

technology was seen as a contribution to the revival of 

architecture in classical Greek sense… The Empire style 

is the style of revolutionary terrorism, for which the state is an end in itself. Just as Napoleon 

failed to understand the functional nature of the state as instrument of domination by the 

bourgeoisie, so the architects of the time failed to understand the functional nature of iron, with 

which the constructive principle begins its domination of architecture. – Walter Benjamin, The 

Arcades Project   
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Bear in mind that commentary on reality (for it is a question 

here of commentary, of interpretation in detail) calls for a 

method completely different from that required by commentary 

on a text. In the one case, the scientific mainstay is theology; in 

the other, philology. – Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project 

The only philosophy which can be responsibly practiced in face 

of despair is the attempt to contemplate all things as they would 

present themselves from the standpoint of redemption… But 

beside the demand thus placed on thought, the question of the 

reality or unreality of redemption itself hardly matters. – 

Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia 

              

Shocks and Phantasmagoria: Walter Benjamin and The Arcades Project          

(Tuesdays, 7-9pm, starting April 3, 2012) 

(Chaudhary) 

Walter Benjamin once wrote that The Arcades Project was ―the theater of all my 

struggles and all my ideas.‖ Never completed and well over a decade in the 

making, The Arcades Project takes on the presentation and history of an entire era 

and place: the Parisian Arcades of the early 19th century. Via quotations, 

observations, commentaries, philosophical fragments, and ―literary montage,‖ 

Benjamin attempts a better understanding of the conditions that fashioned both that 

era and, more importantly, his own. This extraordinarily unique text focuses on 

some of the most key questions a philosopher can ask: How should we understand 

the world around us? How should we interpret this world? How should we 

understand its time? What are social phenomena, history, philosophy, and 

criticism? What are they for? In this course, we will approach The Arcades Project 

alongside other writings by Benjamin, Gershom Scholem, Theodor Adorno, and 

later commentators in an attempt to understand Benjamin‘s philosophy of 

historical materialism as well as the shocks and phantasmagoria of our own time. 

6 Sessions over 6 Weeks  

For more information please visit: www.thebrooklyninstitute.com  
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A “Q & A” with Ajay Singh Chaudhary, Instructor for Shocks and Phantasmagoria: 

BISR Bulletin: What made you want to teach a course on Walter Benjamin and the 

Arcades Project? 

ASC: Well, one way to answer that is the extraordinary nature of both the project itself and the 

book it is conveyed in—this was a monumental undertaking on Benjamin‘s part that lasted well 

over a decade until his untimely death and sought to completely transform existing philosophical 

and historical discourses altogether. Benjamin once described this project in a letter to Adorno as 

something like a fusion of all the different phases of his work. It‘s hard to pin down the Arcades 

Project and that is part of what is so exciting about it. What we have in book form now is, of 

course, an unfinished project. What it would have looked like finished we cannot entirely know, 

nor does it entirely matter. In what we do have, Benjamin uses what he calls ―literary montage‖ 

to present a non-linear text that you can enter from a variety of subjects, interests, or methods. 

Through these topical or authorial entry points (Arcades, Sales Clerks, Fashion, Boredom, 

Eternal Return, Iron Construction, Exhibitions, Baudelaire, Dreams, the Theory of Knowledge, 

the Theory of Progress, Prostitution, Mirrors, Novelty, Marx, Hugo, Marx Technology, to name 

but a few) Benjamin wants to show us the opportunity to see new possibilities in the philosophies 

of history, materialism, criticism, and so on.  

BISR Bulletin: You seem to be explicitly addressing the text in terms of philosophy. Why is 

that? 

ASC: I feel that Benjamin has had this flourishing afterlife in literary criticism, film criticism, 

and various forms of theory but, in many ways, has been neglected as a philosopher. People like 

to hang Benjamin as an icon on various things but don‘t really want to think about his explicit 

ideas or methodologies. This neglect is just now starting to be addressed and I hope this class can 

be part of that movement to take Benjamin‘s philosophy itself seriously. This, not coincidentally, 

is also a centerpiece of my research. So, I also hope in teaching this class to work with the class 

on my own understandings of the text and its connection to Benjamin‘s other works and other 

thinkers. 

BISR Bulletin: The last course you taught for the Brooklyn Institute was a course on 

philosophy that covered some of the political writings of Plato and Aristotle. Why the 

enormous temporal and topical leap? 

ASC: Our first course just finished and while its direct subject matter was pretty traditional, I 

think everyone involved – i.e. me, the instructor, and the people taking the class – addressed 

those foundational philosophers from a wide variety of angles and very much with our own time 

and place in mind as well as that of ancient Greece. In terms of philosophy, one way that a lot of 

us have taught (and been taught) before is to start at ―the beginning‖ (i.e. the ―Western‖, 

historically and canonically recognized, beginning) and work our way through the history of 

philosophy. This brings up a whole host of attendant issues regarding historical and/or 
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philosophical progress; what belongs to the ‗canon‘; what other disciplines (history, theology, 

evolutionary biology, etc.) you might want to bring to bear on teaching those texts. Jumping to, 

or starting from, Benjamin and the Arcades Project represents a different strategy--different, not 

necessarily better, but another way (among many ways) of thinking about these matters. 

Benjamin‘s text quite openly reaches both forward and backward and in trying to address the 

issues it raises and an extraordinary amount of knowledge is both imparted to and demanded 

from the reader. One of his primary tasks is a critique of the very concept of progress that neither 

dwells in empty nostalgia nor forestalls new possibilities. Sometimes, it‘s pedagogically useful to 

start from some middle and work your way out and then let readers decide where they want to 

go, what gaps they need to fill. They may need to fill a historical gap with Hegel, Marx, or, yes, 

Plato or perhaps a perceived gap in terms of more recent thinkers and trends. They may want to 

think comparatively and globally and question when, where, and whether some of the same 

questions Benjamin addresses here have been addressed elsewhere. In a sense, one can begin 

anywhere, but Benjamin‘s text is an extraordinarily fruitful place to start, to continue, or to 

return.     
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Telegraphs, Pneumatic Tubes and Teleportation; Or, the 
Way We Communicate Now 

[What] is this that Engineer Chappe is doing, in the 

Park of Vincennes?...he has scaffolding set up, has 

posts driven in; wooden arms with elbow joints are 

jerking and fugling in the air, in the most rapid 

mysterious manner! Citoyens ran up, suspicious. Yes, 

O Citoyens, we are signaling: it is a device…worthy 

of the Republic; a thing for what we will call Far-

writing without the aid of postbags; in Greek, it shall 

be names Telegraph.Télégraphe sacrê! 

       -Thomas Carlyle, French Revolution (1837) 

In a culture like ours, long accustomed to splitting and 

dividing all things as a means of control, it is sometimes a bit of a shock to be reminded that, in 

operational and practical fact, the medium is the message. This is merely to say that the personal and 

social consequences of any medium—that is, of any extension of ourselves—result from the new scale 

that is introduced into our affairs by each extension of ourselves, or by any new technology.  

     -Marshall Macluhan, Understanding Media (1964) 

―[I addressed my letters] to the Leadenhall-street Post 

office, to be left till called for. He said that if they 

were sent to the office he would be chaffed by all the 

other clerks about having letters from a lady, so I 

offered to typewrite them, like he did his, but he 

wouldn‘t have that, for he said that when I wrote them 

they seemed to come from me, but when they were 

typewritten he always felt that the machine came 

between us. That will just show you how fond he was 

of me, Mr. Holmes, and the little things he would think 

of.‖ 

-Arthur Conan Doyle, ―A Case of Identity‖ (1891) 

 

We come to see ourselves differently as we catch sight of our images in the mirror of the machine. A 

decade ago, when I first called the computer a second self, these identity-transforming relationships were 

almost always one-on-one, a person alone with a machine. This is no longer the case. A rapidly expanding 

system of networks, collectively known as the Internet, links millions of people in new spaces that are 

changing the way we think, the nature of our sexuality, the form of our communities, our very identities. 

       -Sherry Turkle, Life on the Screen (1997) 
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Telegraphs, Pneumatic Tubes and Teleportation; Or, the Way We 

Communicate Now 

(Mondays, 7-9pm, starting April 2, 2012) 

(Adams) 

From the telegraph to twitter, man‘s inventions have aspired with increasing 

diligence and ingenuity to contract space and time in bringing people closer 

together. Since the nineteenth century, when the postal system was invented and 

when industrialization made possible the mass production of devices like the 

telephone and the pneumatic tube, writers and artists have pondered the ways in 

which communication technologies give new structure and meaning to the social 

lives of humans—the ways, for example, they change what it means to ―reach out 

and touch someone‖ and, thus, what it means to be a social self. While critics have 

expressed fears about the threat that technology poses to everything from ―real‖ 

connections to good grammar, defenders have long remained fascinated by the 

practical and conceptual elegance of the devices we have invented to transport our 

voices—and thus our selves—to one another.  

This course will consider that persistent fascination by addressing our 

attention to the literature of communication technology—from classical 

philosophies of rhetoric and modern media theory to nineteenth-century fiction 

about telecommunication and dystopian film about the dangers posed by such 

innovations. We will pair readings of classical literary masterpieces that represent 

modern communication technologies with select philosophical works that help us 

consider the intellectual and ethical dimensions of their use (and abuse). Our 

syllabus will likely include works by Aristotle, Plato, Charles Dickens, Anthony 

Trollope, Arthur Conan Doyle, Jules Verne, Henry James, Terry Gilliam, Martin 

Heidegger, Michel Foucault and others.  

6 Sessions over 6 Weeks  

 

For more information please visit: www.thebrooklyninstitute.com 
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A “Q & A” with Maeve Adams, Instructor for Telegraphs, Pneumatic Tubes and 

Teleportation: 

BISR Bulletin: What inspired your interest in the history of communication technology?  

MA: In part, the inspiration has come from my scholarly research, which addresses 

communication technologies—everything from pneumatic tubes to the novel. But, more 

generally, most thinking people in the modern world find themselves at some point or another 

wondering what they should feel about they way they communicate. We are quick to moralize 

about technology and a bit too quick to demonize it, I think. But, this is what humans do—we 

moralize as a way to make our nostalgia for older stuff seem more meaningful, whether that stuff 

is printed books or hand-written letters. We tend to forget that those technologies were new at an 

earlier time and that, in their early years, they inspired as much suspicion and derision as they 

did celebration. People like Charles Dickens went head to head with people like Thomas Carlyle 

about what the new technologies would do to human sociability. Studying that history—and the 

literature that emerged in response to those technologies—provides us with new ways of 

thinking and new ways of talking about our technologies and the kinds of selves and societies 

they produce.  

BISR Bulletin: Why focus so heavily on the nineteenth century? Why not focus exclusively 

on more recent technologies? 

MA: For starters, the nineteenth century is where it all began. The Industrial Revolution made 

the proliferation and mass-dissemination of communication technologies possible. It instigated 

the technological revolution. Plus, the literature is wonderful—fun, fast-paced and surprisingly 

familiar in the way it talks about those technologies. The longevity of these discussions also puts 

our modern experiences and feelings in perspective, providing a wider context for thinking about 

where they come from and how we might reevaluate them. Putting ancient and modern 

philosophy and film into conversation with nineteenth-century literature will help us reconstruct 

this context and thus rethink our preconceptions.   

BISR Bulletin: It seems like this class is drawing on a wide-variety of traditionally distinct 

disciplines: literary criticism, history of science, and philosophy, to name but a few. Why 

do think this is necessary? 

MA: It is necessary because, generally speaking, the lives of technologies—and they do take on 

kinds of lives in their human use—pervade the whole domain of human experience. As much as 

those technologies are not limited to particular kinds of artistic, scientific or philosophical 

experience, the responses to those technologies are likewise not limited to a particular kind of 

textual or artistic production. Taking the widest possible view of their invention and reception 

requires a wide view of that production. This is as true today as it was in the nineteenth century. 

More specifically, though, it is worth thinking about how very new those so-called ―traditional‖ 

distinctions between disciplines are: nineteenth-century writers did not distinguish with quite the 
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same rigidity as we do between fields of knowledge; modern academic disciplines were only 

beginning to take codified, modern shapes in the nineteenth century. The historical fact is that 

those ―traditional‖ academic distinctions were a product of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, but those distinctions remained pretty flexible over the course of the nineteenth 

century—so flexible, in fact, that many biologists, including Charles Darwin and T.H. Huxley, 

wrote texts that are, from our perspective, more literary (and literary critical) than they are 

strictly scientific. It would be a mistake, for example, to assume that scientific concepts emerged 

only out of disciplined scientific writing—that novelists or poets writing about science were 

doing so from entirely outside the domain of ―scientific‖ inquiry. While writers surely knew the 

difference between a novel and a scientific treatise, they didn‘t always or necessarily think that 

the knowledge produced by novels was entirely distinct from the kinds of knowledge produced 

by other kinds of writing. As I said, these distinctions were emergent in the nineteenth century, 

but they weren‘t yet entirely fixed in the way they are today. This is hard for us to understand, I 

think, because those disciplinary distinctions have become so naturalized for us. But, it is worth 

keeping in mind when thinking about how many kinds of writing worked to make sense of the 

problems and possibilities opened up by nineteenth-century inventions. 
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April Listings of the Brooklyn Institute 

An assortment of lectures, discussions, panels, events, exhibitions and ephemera from all around New York City. If 

you wish to be listed in future Bulletins of the Brooklyn Institute for Social Research please contact us via 

www.thebrooklyninstitute.com. 

April 2 – ―Does the brain‘s 

wiring make us who we are? (A 

Scientific Debate)‖ 

Two leading neuroscientists 

debate maps, minds and the 

future of their field.Sebastian 

Seung (MIT) vs. Anthony 

Movshon (NYU) 

Moderators: Robert Krulwich of 

NPR‘s Radiolab and Carl 

Zimmer, science journalist 

(NYTimes, Discover, NPR) 

 6:30 pm, cocktails. 

Havemeyer Hall 309, Columbia 

Broadway @ 116th St 

Seating is limited. Tickets can 

be reserved beginning March 12 

at Noon@ 

connectome.eventbrite.com 

April 3 – ―Burden of Choice: 

Debt‖ 

Columbia University, 

Morningside Campus Heyman 

Center for the Humanities 

Common Room, Second Floor, 

A conversation with Michael E. 

Lewitt, founder and president of 

the investment advisory firm 

Harch Capital Management, 

discusses the relationship 

between choice and debt. He is 

the author of The Death of 

Capital: How Creative Policy 

Can Restore Stability, and his 

widely read newsletter, The 

Credit Strategist, covers 

economics, politics and the 

financial markets. Moderated by 

Mark C. Taylor, Chair of the 

Department of Religion and Co-

Director of the Institute for 

Religion, Culture and Public 

Life. 

April 11 - Screening: Hawi by 

Ibrahim El Batout, 2010 | Egypt, 

Qatar | 112 min, Arabic with 

English Subtitles, 7:00 pm at 

Alwan for the Arts 

 16 Beaver Street, 4th Floor  

April 13 – 9am – 6pm  

The Arab Revolts: Causes, 

Dynamics, Effects (conference) 

*Moderated by Rashid Khalidi 

(Columbia) 74 Morningside 

Drive 

April 15 - ―Chinese Art in an 

Age of Revolution: Fu Baoshi, 

(1904–1965).‖  

The Metropolitan Museum of 

Art 

The most comprehensive 

exhibition ever presented 

outside Asia of works by Fu, 

one of the greatest figure 

painters and landscapists of 

China‘s modern period, who 

successfully integrated Western 

artistic influences to create 

haunting and evocative images. 

April 24- Drawn & Quarterly 

Presents Guy Delisle: 

JERUSALEM, 7:00pm 

Acclaimed graphic memoirist 

Guy Delisle returns with his 

strongest work yet—a 

thoughtful and moving 

travelogue about life in the Holy 

City. @ Bookstore Café 126 

Crosby Street 

 

April 26 (till August 27) - 

HEINRICH KUEHN AND HIS 

AMERICAN CIRCLE: 

ALFRED STIEGLITZ AND 

EDWARD STEICHEN 

The Neue Galerie New York 

will present ―Heinrich Kuehn 

and His American Circle: Alfred 

Stieglitz and Edward Steichen,‖ 

an exhibition focusing on the 

luminous work of this important 

Austrian photographer. The 

organizing curator for the 

project is Dr. Monika Faber, a 

distinguished scholar of 

photography. 

April 27 and 28 - BLOOM! 

COLLECTIVE: CITY, 8pm 

The Budapest-and-London-

based dance ensemble makes its 

eagerly anticipated U.S. debut 

with a fearless, politically 

charged work that grapples with 

the resurgence of European 

nationalist governments and the 

consequences of social 

conformity. @Abrons Art 

Center/Henry Street Settlement 

April (Ongoing) – Emma 

Lazarus: Poet of Exiles. 

A look at the Sephardic Jewish 

author who gave a voice to the 

Statue of Liberty and 

generations of newcomers to 

America. 

Museum of Jewish Heritage 


